Dear Specialized Rider,

We are voluntarily recalling all MY16 Venge ViAS S-Works and Pro level frames in cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission ("CPSC").

AFFECTED MODELS: All Model Year 2016 Venge ViAS frames with rim brakes. This includes S-Works and Pro level frames sold as complete bikes and/or modules and all warranty frames.

WHAT IS THE ISSUE: Specialized has received isolated reports from the field of the rear wheel coming out of the rear dropouts, which can cause fractures in the rear triangle. When this happens, there is a risk of injury as a rider may lose control and fall.

WHAT WILL SPECIALIZED DO FOR AFFECTED VENGE VIAS RIDERS: Please stop using your bike and bring it to your nearest Authorized Specialized Retailer for a free installation of a new rear derailleur hanger. The new improved hanger will prevent the rear wheel from coming out of the dropouts. Your Authorized Specialized Retailer will also do a free inspection of your rear triangle. Please also review the owner’s manual addendum sent with this notice.

We apologize for the inconvenience. You will receive a pre-selected Specialized gift when you bring in your bike.

For questions, please contact your Authorized Specialized Retailer or Rider Care at (800) 722-4423 or ridercare@specialized.com.
This is an addendum to the Specialized Bicycle Owner’s Manual.

TRAINER USE

Use special care if you use your bicycle with an indoor trainer and always follow the trainer manufacturer’s instructions.

There are lots of different trainer types available, including wind trainers, magnetic trainers, fluid trainers, trainers that attach directly to the bicycle, rollers, and others. Specialized does not design and test bicycles for trainer use. Depending on the trainer type and use, it may potentially apply unusual forces on your bicycle, wear parts, and/or weaken or damage your bicycle. This is especially true for composite or carbon fiber bicycles. Do not use composite or carbon fiber bicycles on a trainer which is rigidly attached to your bicycle. Improperly mounting your bicycle in a trainer or using an incompatible trainer may also damage it. Consider using an old bike you are not using on the road.

If you repeatedly use your bike on any type of trainer, your Authorized Specialized Retailer should conduct a periodic safety inspection. When you take your bike off the trainer and back out on the road, always conduct a Mechanical Safety Check and make sure nothing is loose.

WARNING! Do not ride a composite or carbon fiber bicycle on a trainer which is rigidly attached to your bicycle. Our bicycles are not designed or tested for this type of use. Riding in such a trainer potentially applies unusual forces on your bicycle frame which could result in damage and cause a complete failure, with the risk of serious injury or death.

If you have previously ridden your composite or carbon fiber bicycle in such a trainer, do not ride until you have had your Authorized Specialized Retailer conduct a careful safety inspection.